A program’s execution consistent with the user-specified program order simplifies many aspects of computer design, e.g., programming and resource management. This has greatly benefited uniprocessor system adoption. Parallel systems do not enforce an ordered program execution, complicating system design. Hence, I ask, can parallel execution of programs on multiprocessors be made program-order consistent? I explore one approach to do so, and its impact on performance and system design. Preliminary work shows that the approach is promising.

Emerging Challenges
Due to evolving technology trends, a program’s automatic performance scaling or its completion is no longer assured. Today, hardware comprises multiple computational resources, is more unreliable, and is energy constrained. The onus is on programmers to develop parallel programs and achieve their efficient execution on such platforms.

To conserve energy and scale performance further, new techniques are emerging, such as hardware energy management [21, 22, 41], dynamic resource management [1, 8], and approximate computing [4, 28, 38]. Unfortunately these techniques give rise to discretionary exceptions: user-permitted events that can interrupt a program’s execution. Such exceptions can arise from computation scheduling, hardware emergencies and erroneous computations.

These trends will likely make parallel programs and frequent exceptions during their execution the norm in the future. Parallel programming, “a gigantic challenge facing the computer science community” [32], is already onerous. Handling frequent exceptions complicates it further.

Current Approaches
Designers today program multiprocessors using the decades-old nondeterministic parallel programming model, which was originally developed for supercomputers. Although the model’s shortcomings are well documented [27, 40], practitioners believe that it maximizes parallelism [10, 24, 31]. Hence, to surmount the emerging parallel programming challenges, most current proposals embrace nondeterminism, but mitigate its shortcomings.

Some proposals simplify nondeterministic program expression, without addressing nondeterminism itself [10, 14, 23, 24, 34, 36]. Others overcome nondeterminism by making the execution deterministic at run-time, but penalize performance, and may hamper portability [3, 5, 6, 15, 16, 25, 29, 31, 33]. A few past proposals have explored deterministic parallel programs, but they limit the amount of exposed parallelism [2, 7, 9, 18, 35, 37].

To handle exceptions in nondeterministic parallel programs, designers use checkpoint-and-recovery (CPR) [11, 12, 17, 30]. My analysis shows that due to the overheads arising from nondeterminism, CPR may not scale to handle the expected frequent discretionary exceptions [20].

In summary, present approaches cure the symptoms, but do not cure nondeterminism itself. Hence an efficient and practical approach to parallel programming remains elusive.

Proposed Research
I seek a fresh and holistic view of the parallel programming challenges. I draw inspiration from successful concepts over the history of computing, specifically, sequential programs and superscalar processors. I envision that developers will design parallel algorithms, but express them as statically sequential programs. A parallel system will exploit the algorithmic parallelism using globally precise-restartable, dataflow execution of the tasks therein, while maintaining the program’s sequential semantics, analogous to precise-interruptible, instruction-level parallel execution in superscalar processors. Sequential semantics simplifies programming and enables efficient exception handling.

I explore the approach’s impact on performance and system design. Initial results, followed by future directions are presented here.

Programming and Execution Model. As a first step, I have developed a model based on statically-sequential, object-oriented C++ imperative programs [19]. The model leverages programmers’ domain expertise to develop parallel algorithms but eases the burden of explicitly orchestrating, and hence, reasoning about their correct parallel execution. The algorithm’s parallelism is exploited using the dataflow principle since it naturally exposes concurrency.

Analogous to superscalar processors, a runtime implementation of the model sequences through the program, and attempts to execute user-designated tasks concurrently. It dynamically establishes data dependences between the tasks. Independent tasks are executed concurrently, while depen-
Figure 1. Harmonic mean of speedups achieved for standard parallel programs on an 8-core, a 16-core and a 32-core machine using conventional (Pthreads) and dataflow model. Dataflow achieves similar or better speedups.

Figure 2. Exception resiliency of conventional CPR and selective restart for the nondeterministic implementation of the Pbzip2 program running on a 24-context machine [20]. Selective restart can handle more exceptions as the system size grows, whereas conventional CPR does not.

dent tasks are serialized. The resulting execution is naturally deterministic. Despite the sequential semantics, the model exploits the available parallelism. Dataflow execution can look deep into the program for parallelism, which conventional user-orchestrated execution cannot without considerable efforts. On popular parallel benchmarks the runtime’s performance is comparable to the conventional method (Figure 1).

Exception Handling. Implicit ordering of a program’s task can also simplify exception handling.

Recently I have shown that if a parallel programs execution is made deterministic, the program can be made globally precise-restartable, analogous to precise-interruptible sequential programs [20]. This approach is scalable, unlike conventional CPR. I am extending this work to the above execution model, which is already deterministic.

Briefly, the runtime system tracks (i) the order of the program’s currently executing tasks, (ii) the objects they may modify and (iii) the state of those objects before they are modified. When a task excepts, objects modified by it and by those “younger” to it can be restored to their pre-modified state, causing the program state to reflect precise, ordered execution up to the exception. The program may restart using this state, and is hence globally precise-restartable.

Dataflow execution can be exploited to selectively re-execute only the excepted task, without impacting the rest of the program, since only independent computations execute concurrently. This selective restart makes the approach scalable (Figure 2), making it well-suited for the highly exception-prone future systems. I expect similar benefits for ordered programs. More significantly, it can potentially enable new capabilities, as described next.

Future Work

Although the approach shows promise, it is unclear how well it performs for programs with irregular parallelism. I propose to study the model’s applicability to programs from the STAMP [13] and Lonestar [26] suites. Initial analysis shows that computations in these programs spend time identifying the data to be computed. This can hamper dataflow execution due to unknown dependencies, limiting the parallelism if sequential semantics is to be maintained. To overcome this limitation, I propose to execute computations speculatively. If the sequential semantics is violated, it can be treated as an exception and handled using global precise-restartability. This approach is similar to misspeculation handling in out-of-order superscalar processors [39]. My work will study its utility in parallel systems.

In addition to speculation, I propose to apply precise restart to fault tolerance in ordered parallel programs. This study will explore the benefits of ordered execution as compared with nondeterministic and deterministic execution of conventional parallel programs.

Conclusion

I have explored program-order consistent execution of a parallel program on multiprocessors. Doing so imparts sequential semantics to the execution, without sacrificing performance. The approach potentially simplifies several aspects of parallel system design, such as programming, resource management, fault tolerance, security, etc. I am exploring ways to broaden the approach’s applicability to a wider range of programs and applications.

If successful, I believe that the approach will take a significant stride in meeting the grand challenges of parallel computing.
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